Social Distanced Physical
Activities

FOCUS

Learning through Physical
Activity

KS1 KS2

Introduction
We hope you find these resources useful. But don’t forget, you can always make changes to these
ideas to help cater for the different needs and abilities of your groups. Here are some suggestions:
You could sit down to do the activity, rather than standing.
Instead of asking the group to ‘run’ on the spot, why not ask them to move in any way they can.
Those less mobile could lift their feet up and down or in and out as quick as they can, circle their
arms, nod their head or shake their hands.
To adapt exercises like star jumps, alternatively take one arm and or leg out to the side to replicate
the movement.
Move targets closer or further away or make them bigger or smaller. Encourage children to roll or
throw in any way they can.
Change the surface you are playing on (if possible). For instance, some activities may be easier on
the playground than on the playing field.
Set personal challenges as well as group challenges. For example, children could count how many
times they can do something in a set amount of time and then try to beat it. If you can’t do more
than you did the first time, see if you can do the same number but in less time.
Where you have use of equipment, using bigger balls or softer / lighter equipment may be easier
for some children
Try different coordination activities. Tap your head and chest, clap your hands then wiggle a finger.

Check
This box gives you
questions to check for
understanding.

Top Tips
This box gives you
iways quick wins with
ideas we know work.

For further ideas, take a look at:
www.sasp.co.uk/home-family-activities

EASY

MEDIUM

HARD

This box
gives you
ideas for
adaptions
and things
to consider.

Magical Goggles

FOCUS

Explore how different
parts of our body can move

KS1

Get Ready
Cones/Spots or bean bags to mark out zones for
each player

Mark each player a 4m X 4m zone if you have
enough room (smaller is fine)

5+
10-15mins.

How to Play
Children to put on their 'Magical Goggles' (Using their hands over their eyes) and
point out the area they can each move around in.
Children to sing when instructed: 'I put my magical goggles on and look high in the
sky, down to the floor, to the left and the right and I see (name of creature)'. Get
children to move their head up, down left and right as they sing.
Recommend guiding children in the song and choosing a creature for the first couple
of goes. Once children are used to the game pick a different child each time to choose
a creature for everyone to move like. Allow children two goes at choosing an
magical or mythical creature for the group and get them to explain how it moves.
As a group agree on a movement for five different creatures. You could apply a
Mexican wave type effect for each creature to create a dance or use these creatures
and apply the Simon Says rules.

Check
Probe children with questions
to see what action their
creature is doing whilst they
move.
Your encouragement will
spark the imagination, so
encourage lots!

Top Tips
Let children be as creative as
they like (this includes making
the noises too).
It doesn't matter if we have a
lion in the forest.

For further ideas, take a look at:
www.sasp.co.uk/home-family-activities

EASY

The adult leads by choosing
creature and instructing movement
MEDIUM

Get children to move like each
creature in more than one way.
HARD

Allow children to choose own
creatures and get them to guess
each others.

There's a Dragon in your
Book by Tom Fletcher

FOCUS

imagination and
comprehension

KS1

Get Ready
Cones/Spots to mark safe space between the
Children. There's a Dragon in your Book/pdf or
computer.
Use a school copy of the There's a Dragon in your
book, or PDF or on you tube Michelle Obama reads
it for you.

5+

10mins.

How to Play
Set the children out at safe
distance for reading a story.
Use the school copy of There's
a Dragon in your book by
Tom Fletcher, or pdf or on
YouTube Michelle Obama will
read it for you at a suitable
pace.
Read the story and have the
children complete the actions
on their spot.

Check
We are going to do the actions
along with this book in our
places.

Top Tips
Pause the video or pause
reading the book to see what
ideas the children have about
how to do the actions.

EASY

You read the story, and children
complete the actions.
MEDIUM

Pause the video or hold up the
page and have children read some
of the words.
HARD

Explore lots of ways of completing
the actions and find your
favourites.

For further ideas, take a look at:
www.sasp.co.uk/home-family-activities

Dragon Moods

FOCUS

Understanding Emotions

KS1 KS2

Get Ready
2m

Cones to mark places.

2m

Players spaced 2m apart.
10+
10mins.

How to Play
We are exploring the different moods of a dragon, to make a Dragon Mood
Mash!
Ask everyone to think of a movement of a happy dragon then angry
dragon/sad dragon, nervous dragon, excited dragon, silly dragon etc)
choose 1 of the children's actions for each of the moods and have at least
5 moves.
Ask everyone to make tiny tip toe runs on the spot. You call out the
dragon moods the children made up to create a Dragon Mood Mash, using
tip toes in between each call.
Let everyone have a chance to get their move chosen.

Check
Does everyone remember
the Dragon Moves?
(I like to put 1 per finger
so I remember)

Top Tips

EASY

Join in with the dragon moves to make

Use moves that stay on the
spot.

it extra fun!!!

MEDIUM

Who is showing their most expressive

Use moves with jumping and
going on the floor.

faces of the Dragon Moods

HARD

Praise those showing the most effort.

Choose moves that you think you can
safely recreate.

For further ideas, take a look at:
www.sasp.co.uk/home-family-activities

Uses moves that can travel
whilst keeping our 2m
distance.

